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My friend all this Enki stuff is simply yet again Astro-Theology spun off in yet another direction. Learn what Yahweh really is and you'll see its not a person/God etc. Its an EXPRESSING term such as the release of energy. What Yahweh is an has always been since the ancient World is a release of dynamic energy in other words sex and orgasm. If you had an Orgasm it was known as being at one with Yahweh. Jesus is quite simply the SUN period and Lucifer is Venus whilst Satan is nothing more than the Planet Satan. Lucifer and Satan are two entirely different things. Where people mix them together and not know it is because Venus was once coppelled to Saturn before the great flood.

---------------------
THE SUPERIOR GENERAL
( THE BLACK POPE )
- Adolfo Nicolas -

freesou14u

Enki stuff is simply yet again Astro-Theology spun off in yet another direction.
Freesoul4u wrote:

With all due respect I disagree with you in certain ways. Many scientists have studied the Sumerian period. It is more than just Astro Theology spun as you say.

For over decades the Sumerians texts have puzzle many scientists and depict very well the existence of aliens posing as Gods coming on earth a long time ago. One of your post even mentions about lord Marduk return.

He is after all an Annunaki /Alien and Enki’s son. And this is very well described 6,000 years ago and this way before the Jewish people started recording their history Torah, Talmud and Old Testament. The Sumerian culture, knowledge texts historical recordings of that period is facinating.

2tuff wrote:

Learn what Yahweh really is and you’ll see it’s not a person/God etc. It’s an EXPRESSING term such as the release of energy. What Yahweh is and has always been since the ancient World is a release of dynamic energy in other words sex and orgasm.

Freesoul4you wrote:

If Yahweh, Satan and Jesus in the bible are not real persons then for exemple to who are all the atrocities in the bible attributed to?

Are you saying that the bible is just a book of illusions with and false recordings of historical stories or events?.

Who then committed those atrocities as depicted attributed done or ordered by Yahweh?

The killing of thousands of men women and children can not be just attributed to bad orgasms going sour? The Killing of thousands of Ethiopian blacks by Yahweh was that bad interracial sexual orgasm?

Who did Moses take orders from for example? The Old Testament refers countless of time to Lord God. God. Lord Yahweh and this not in an esoteric abstact sense.

If you take time and check the link bellow with quotes taken directly out from the King James Version Bible you will see all the atrocities committed by and in the name of Yahweh and the biblical God.

In fact Yahweh/God is far from being an orgasm concept. In fact he is depicted in the bible as a cold-blooded egomaniac killer.

Could it be that these biblical historical events written down over the centuries are not only stories but actual events that occurred which were handed down either orally or in a written fashion narrating even the Sumerian period that existed over 6,0000 years ago.

http://www.nobeliefs.com/DarkBible/darkbible3.htm

The Enki stuff as you say is far from hogwash. The cuneiform tablets and texts depicts a very highly civilization. Their knowledge and concepts were coming either from a god or from an alien.

This written tableters thousands of years ago depicts the following..................

445,000 years ago the Nefilim sons of the ANNUnaki / Alien race led by Enki arrive on earth in southern Mesopotamia Earth Station 1 in search of gold and other things.

430,000 years ago the great ice sheets begin to recede. Hospitable climate in the Near East is available.

415,000 years ago Enki God/alien moves inland and establish Larsa
400,000 years ago Enlil God/Alien arrives who is Enki's brother. He establishes Nippur as a mission control station. (Just like one day we will be able to do so once we land on Mars or elsewhere in the distant future). Perhaps we will do the same and produce scientific test tube babies and leave them there in a control environment.

Enki God/alien establishes sea routes to southern Africa and organizes gold-mining operations. They came here for Gold in the first place and landed in an environment which had plenty of oil for their ships.

360,000 years ago the Annunaki race or Nefilim establish Bad Tiira as their metallurgical center for smelting and refining. Sippar the spaceport and other cities of the Gods or Aliens are built.

300,000 years ago there is an Annunaki mutiny on earth. These scientist aliens were tired of doing hard laborious work in the mines. They revolted and complained to their leader.

Scientific bioengineering man was fashion as a solution.

In the meantime 2,000,000 years ago the first being considered to be manlike called Advanced Australopithecus existed in the same parts of Africa. It took another 1,000,000 millions years to have Homo Erectus.

The Annunaki took Homo Erectus as guinea pigs. In scientific laboratories here on earth Enki and his female head bioengineering scientific doctor Ninhursag with trial and error used Homo Erectus to fashion out their first Primitive Worker. In the beginning many bad monstrous results where produce to finally get the primitive worker to slave their mines. However the primitive worker could not copulate and produce offspring at the time.

250,000 years ago early Homo sapiens is finally reached by mixing their alien DNA with their primitive worker. Early Homo sapiens modern man can multiply and also spread to other continents.

200,000 years ago life on Earth regresses during a new glacial period.

100,000 years ago the climate warms again. The sons of the Gods/Aliens take the daughters of men as wives.

75,000 years ago a new ice age begins. Regressive types of man roam the earth.

49,000 years ago the reign of Ziusurddra (or Noah) a faithful servant of Enki begins.

38,000 years ago the harsh climatic period begins to decimate Mankind Europe Neanderthal Man disappears only Cro-Magnon man based in the near East survives.

Enhil the son of an Annunaki god or alien and to me is also the so-called biblical God later called Yahweh is very disenchanted with Mankind and seeks its demise. This is very clearly depicted in the Sumerian tablets and texts as well later on recorded in the biblical Old Testament.

13,000 years ago the Nephilim sons of the Gods or of the aliens with scientist technology are very aware of an impending tidal wave will be triggered. They vow to let mankind (their scientific laboratory creation) perish. The Deluge seeps over the Earth abruptly ending the ice age.

Not a bad story written and recorded down over 6,000 years ago on Sumerian tablets. This is far from being an astrology course.

2tuff wrote:

If you had an Orgasm it was known as being at one with Yahweh. Jesus is quite simply the SUN period and Lucifer is Venus whilst Satan is nothing more than the Planet Saturn. Lucifer and Satan are two entirely different things. Where people mix them together and not know it is because Venus was once compelled to Saturn before the great flood.
Freesoul4u wrote:

I have never heard of such a theory of being one with Yahweh meant having a orgasm.

Lucifer is a Latin word made up of two words, lux (light; genitive lucis) and ferre (to bear, to bring), meaning light-bearer. Lucifer does not appear in Greek or Roman mythology; it is used by poets to represent the Morning Star at moments when "Venus" would intrude distracting imagery of the goddess. ... 

In modern and late Medieval Christian thought, Lucifer is usually a fallen angel commonly associated with Satan, the embodiment of evil and enemy of God.

To me the adjective Lucifer, meaning bringer of light and the adjective Satan meaning adversary is attributed to the same personnage either in the biblical garden or in the Mesopotamian Garden.

That person brought the light of man existence who was made in a scientific laboratory. They were created by humans and not by Gods. Hence (Satan) adversary to the alien collective agenda and hence (Lucifer) light bringer to the human fabricated race of humans. The narrative creation of man either in the Bible or in the Summerian texts thousands of years earlier are the same.

The nominative satan (meaning "adversary" or "accuser"), and the Arabic ﺱﻴﻠﺑإ (shaitan), derive from a Northwest Semitic root štn, meaning "to be hostile", "to accuse Is far from being just the planet Satan. Actually it is not a proper Name it is an adjective

Satan is to be better understood as an "accuser" or "adversary"

It seems to me that for you Satan, Lucifer, Yahweh and Jesus are just concepts. To me they are more than concepts but could be like adjectives attributed to persons that existed and could still exist.

If these aliens are so far advance their lifespan can go way beyond our knowledge and they could live with a same body for thousands of years.

Is your belief that the General General of the Jesuits boss is Satan ? Eric Phelps sure does?

If not so in your mind, who is the General General supreme boss in that case?.

To me the supreme Most Powerful Man In The World is THE SUPERIOR GENERAL (THE BLACK POPE)- Peter Hans Kolvenbach and his supreme boss is Satan but this is not the boss real name but an adjective meaning either adversary, accuser or slanderer. Just like President George W Bush the slanderer.

To me in my humble opinion this adjective is connected to the personage of the alien/ Ehil depicted in the Sumerian texts who reappears and is one and the same but now called Yahweh as depicted in the Old Testament.

This alien hundreds of years later brought out of Babylon Abraham. Abraham before his meeting with Yahweh was worshipping the same gods just like his parents which were Ehil and Enki and all the other Sumerian Gods of the past.

Ehll now called Yahweh wanted to make sure that Abraham got the concept that he was the most powerful and the only God and started the bioengineer of his Jewish pure human race through him.

Let us remember that without alien intervention, man normal evolution on earth without their scientific interference would of taken millions of years in the future before the normal course of evolution would of produce homo sapiens that is thinking man..

Over time Ehll/Yahweh wanted more than once to remove the once hybrid mixture of aliens and humans on earth. This happened with the flood, Sodom and Gomorrah moving the Jews out of Babylon, their 40 years exile in the desert. and the ethnic biological cleansing when Yahweh commands Moses and his army to kill all the women, children, and men of the existing tribes in Canaan, who unfortunately where the remaining descendants of the mixtures of aliens and earth
Before their arrival in that promise land in order so that his pure Jewish race was save of possible cross hybrid contamination a full massacred was therefore ordained before their entry in that land.

Enlil/ Yahweh in the bible period as well in the past Sumerian period had much distain and contempt for the human race. Enki seems to love us more or perhaps wanted to team with us so that one day we can overpower his brother.

One thing is for sure that the General General of the Jesuits boss is an alien and this one is far from being a God.

Which boss is the General Jesuits boss I am not to exactly sure at a 100% Either Enhil Enki or one of the sons. Pr perhaps Annu Enhil or Enki father

However they are coming back to rule the planet with an Iron fist and to enslave mankind once the New world order is establish and the one world religion is put in place.

Now that we have reach a certain scientific level we could be much more of a help to them and a reason to enslave us more.

You can read the atrocities committed in the bible by God Yahweh/alias Enhil

http://www.nobeliefs.com/DarkBible/darkbible3.htm

Whos the main player in the Sumerian information? Sitchin! Whos he? Someone whos been to the Vatican many times. Also his work is quite flawed. You should note that the story of Noah is within these tablets but with yet different names. If you wish to believe the tablets or more so the people who claim to read them you could simply say they are just a slightly more advanced version of our watered down modern religions.

99% of the World's religions are based on Astro-Theology and Sex. This is the oldest religion on Earth. The Brotherhood of Satan, Saturnalia Brotherhood and so forth. 3800BC simply doesn't compare to this ancient religion.

Don't be fooled by all this info coming out in BEST SELLING Sitching books on Amazon. If you want to know the truth then look for banned and suppressed books from many great truthful scholars.

Trouble is you've either not heard of them or you cannot get the books anymore.

Theres too much trash around. So rather than following the same religion with extras locked up in a different set of stories and times ID RATHER BE FREE!

Who did this and who did that, its all ASTRO-THEOLOGY period. I have no time to debate religious clap trap myths. If you must know, the Bible is actually a handbook/working of such for the body, spirit and universe wrapped up in amazingly encoded mind indoctrinating STORIES. Whoever sat down and wrote these things they were CLEVER.

All I can say is do some Homework.

In fact Yahweh/God is far from being an orgasm concept. In fact he is depicted in the bible as a cold-blooded egomaniac killer.

Oh so because the big bad Bible depicts something it has to be true? Ever heard of lies spun to control? Ever heard of the Al-CIA-Dah is coming to get you lies to force control on you like never before. Same old story and it stays BORING.

All these phony dates given of 400,000 years when quite simply its more like 40,000. Many Scholars argue over the dates yet most agree its way less than that. But Sitchin says this in his best selling book so it must be true. Wonder what Sitchin said to the Pope those times he met him (JP2)
TRICKSTERS STARTING THE CONDITIONING FOR THE NEW ONE WORLD RELIGION BASED ON A SIMILAR SET OF INFOS

---------------
THE SUPERIOR GENERAL (THE BLACK POPE) - Adolfo Nicolas -

freesoul4u
Unregistered

So according to you who is the general General of the Jesuits boss?
If the bible is twisted as well as the Sumerian texts rendition of Zacharia where is the truth?
Everything is there half truths twisted with lies. Might as well give up.

Atilan
Advanced Member

That's exactly one of the big problems here - I know how you feel because it was a long march for me as well - so the only advice I can give to you is step back a bit and try to get the bigger vision. At first it will be blurred but after some deep thought (and meditation if you like it) you'll get awake to bearing a newer broader picture in mind. And don't let yourself being confused by exact truths or claims of it - everybody here is doing the same way and that is trying to get a broader picture together lastly made up of thousands of puzzle stones...

I myself still think that the line of command must go on to higher echelons and not stopping at Mr. Kolvenbach (The actual black pope or head of Jeuits), but that's a personal belief and the future will tell who's right and to what extent. (2TUFF this is nothing against you, I just can't swallow this claim...I strongly feel the other way but I cannot give you a proof of my opinion).

Keep up and going with fervour and zeal, you'll reach the ultimate understanding - I know this

Atilan thanks for your coments.

Now in my early 50's and having had many UFO experiences in the 60's and also having been a close acquaintance to the Adamski group I am still trying to get all of this together in my mind.

I have seen their ships ( UFO )and I have been inside their ships and 42 years ago one alien told me that I would know why in the distance future. Before and after University I continued in the film
industry world. Please excuse my English because it is not my mother tongue.

Having worked in the film industry for the past 30 years and now retired my past passion of UFO has come back to hunt me.

Back then as a teenager, I used to thing that everything that came from the sky must have been good. However at a very young age, I was warned by older people of the group that negative beings existed. Since then it as always been a mental battle between them and I because of the fear of not knowing exactly who I was dealing with.

However those aliens are always on the back burner and this for millions of people on the planet. I just did not know then that good and bad deities of any religions were just one and the same as ufo aliens.

I was raised in a Catholic boarding school before going to University. Later on once having seen the pope and all of his entourage from a couple of feet from me. I realize that the Vatican, the Church are just after power, money, control in order to influence people, to enslave and exploit them through their dogmas and mind control. They were far from being Christlike but more after cash pleasure etc.

Just like I have been surrounded either by rock stars or actors, the Vatican’ ego and in all its glory is about conquest, huge profit and this now I realize influence and control for a higher source’s purpose.

To me Eric Phelps is the missing link and a real eye opener with his theory of the General of the Jesuits Satan / adversary alien agent.

His chart from Satan down to CFR, Freemasons and Illuminati is stunning and plausible. Eric seems to link the past to the present and whether we called these personages either God, the Devil, Satan, Angels or demons to me they are just higher beings with thousands of years of advance scientific knowledge. And they also have arms legs and even penis.

The Fallen angels must of have genitals to impregnate women on earth and this without fluffy wings, but wings attached to their Flying Ships.

I am sad that 2tuff denigrates Setchin. Because first of all this man has put a lot of work in translating those Sumerian texts and Zechariah has brought a lot of enlightened awareness concerning that civilization with a remarkable amount of books to his credit.

What I do not understand is how can 2Tuff just state that Satan is just a concept and not a being a person of even an alien.

Now I know that someone above this earth is controlling the Vatican and world wide government leaders. Either it be Satan, Jesus, Yahweh, Enhill, Enki, Annunaki, Plaeidians or the Grays they are just a bunch of aliens controlling humans on earth. Its seems that they are playing a dangerous game of chess on a board whereby we are just ponds.
Marduk would be Satan's son. Am I right on this?

Also I have read in the bible about all the atrocities committed by Yahweh God. Because of this it is impossible for me to think that Yahweh is the real universal God compassionate and kind.

This biblical Yahweh God is just Enhil, Enki brother. Both are far advance scientific aliens that at times fought between themselves concerning the scientific bioengineering outcome of man on earth.

In reality us humans here on earth were created by aliens. They sure are not the creator of the building blocks of life by a real Universal God Force but they sure knew then how to use and manipulate dna on a scientific level. They sure knew how to convince us that they were Gods.

Just like them we are on the threshold of doing the same we can play Gods in the upcoming future.

To me Jesus was the son of Yahweh the Jewish God who in fact was Enlil the alien.

It is interesting to take note of all the atrocities that Yahweh commanded Moses to do. What I find interesting is how we end up in having a kind and compassionate Jesus in all this. Any comments anybody?

Please read this blog , thanks http://blog.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction...53-b47fe220342f

freesoul4u

Posted: Feb 3 2007, 01:21 PM

The blog bored me to death.

Avatar

Posted: Feb 8 2007, 02:01 PM

This is the guy whose image was altered - you can see the similarities

Dadrious

Posted: Feb 9 2007, 06:10 PM

QUOTE (Avatar @ Feb 8 2007, 02:01 PM)

This is the guy whose image was altered - you can see the similarities
Indeed, though he does look a little creepy. 😅

**Atilan**

*Advanced Member*

Group: Members

Posts: 468

Member No.: 499

Joined: 3-December 06

**Posted:** Feb 9 2007, 09:19 PM

Just to give you some more information (I don't know what pix you've already seen). The first one is an original foto of Mr. Brzezinski, the second is the claimed pix of Lord Enlil (some claim it to be a copy of the first one just altered through software), and the third one is a photo of someone with the claimed entity of Lord Nannar (Nannur):

![Image of Mr. Brzezinski](image1.png)

![Image of Lord Enlil](image2.png)

![Image of person with Lord Nannar](image3.png)

**Keith**

*keith*

Group: Members

Posts: 960

Member No.: 424

Joined: 4-October 06

**Posted:** Feb 9 2007, 09:22 PM

**QUOTE**

“I have seen their ships ( UFO )and I have been inside their ships and 42 years ago one alien told me that I would know why in the distance future”

I don’t mean to make fun of you

but, how did this “alien” communicate this message to you.... in what form?

**Dadrious**

*Member*

Group: Members

Posts: 24

Member No.: 587

Joined: 23-January 07

**Posted:** Feb 10 2007, 02:07 AM

They’re really desperate to disinform and sidetrack people on the alien issue. Someone has good photoshop skills, but even if a real picture of aliens came out it would be blown off as fake with the rest. It’s almost natural for most to deny such things right off the bat.
Interesting News from James Casbolt, includes a reply to the "photoshop" claims re the alien photos. Re-Published here on 10 Feb 2007:

http://jamescasbolt.com/saalm_update.htm

S.A.A.L.M. Update

There has been much controversy in the public domain the last few months as to whether the SAALM [Supreme Annunaki Assembly of Lord Marduk] and the following photos are real. I have been able to confirm from contacts in the global intelligence community that SAALM is indeed a very real organisation.

Also on the 6th Oct 2006 my girlfriend and I witnessed a black flying disk craft near the beach where I live in Cornwall. I made the following public statement about this:

[I saw the craft at 2.00am on the 6th of Oct. I was sitting in my front room and all of a sudden felt compelled to go and look out of the window. The craft was positioned in the sky near my local beach and hung motionless and then started to make erratic flight manoeuvres at multiple G's. It was quite far away but looked like it could have been triangular in shape. I woke my girlfriend up and she also witnessed this craft. It was pulsating with a red light and also glowed white at some points. It did this for around fifteen minutes and then disappeared. This craft seemed to be putting on some sort of show. I received the email from the NSA two hours later saying they had sent it]

It was not the craft itself that I found amazing as I have seen strange flying craft in this area many times. It was the email I received two hours later from a SAALM representative who works for the NSA:

[From : xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Sent : 06 October 2006 03:59:19 To : jamescasbolt@hotmail.co.uk Subject : RE: Negotiations

Brother James

The Zetan craft is ours - the chip we had implanted in you allows clear tracking and processing of your bioplasmic consciousness in 4D Hologramatic Space Time. The craft is NOT CIA - our structure is private, self financed, and serves Lord Marduk - king of Kings as prophesized in our Protocols of the Elders of Zion, ours is a clear blue blood lineage that descends from Babylon, its purpose to establish a One World Aryan elite with the Nordic "Jew" Lord Marduk as our King of Kings. We are financed privately, as you correctly understand, through the global drug and arms trade. Our nexus of control is global and spans the seven contents from Mt Ziel to Geneva to Dulce to Midlands to Tibet etc.

Our Nordic allies are commencing the final harvest of homosapien matria eggs utilizing Zetan bio-robots.

Brother James. It is useless to run nor to hide. You are in essence ours. Your defection from MI6 displeases us.

I enclose a photograph of myself so you may recognize me. I am prepared to meet you face to face but this will be on our terms Brother James. I have been commanded to approach you but not to alert you. If you are a true walkin and not an impostor as we believe you will recognize me and we may commence negotiations.

Yours in Service

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx]

After my appearance on the Edge am with Daniel Ott last year SAALM contacted me and tried to
recruit me. I have since learnt that they are controlling much of the global intelligence apparatus through renegade factions in the NSA, CIA, MOSSAD and MI 6. There is an internal war raging in the global intel community. I now work with a positive faction in the NSA and regularly have face to face meetings with secret service people in this country to keep the information on this site up to date.

Many people believe that Lord Marduk is the Anti Christ that is talked about in Daniel and Revelations. Obviously I cannot confirm this 100% and only time will tell. My NSA contacts claim that he is currently residing in an underground facility in Tanzania, Africa and preparation is underway to bring him onto the world stage. The following is from a NSA man who I refer to as 'X7'.

[The S.A.A.L.M. group have until 2012 [ Dec 22nd ] to execute the primary phase of their agenda and bring their Ruler - an ancient Annunaki King called Lord Marduk into the public domain. I believe Lord Marduk is in fact the real physical personage of the Antichrist, [ and the King of Kings prophesised in the infamous Protocols of Zion plan, which has been perfected through the ages through Lord Marduk, his two sons and the global Masonic apparatus ]. I personally believe Marduk will use Accelerated Learning technology to manifest 'miracles' and amaze the uneducated public exactly as prophesied according to scripture (see the books of Daniel and Revelations). My goal is to heighten public awareness about these and many other extremely important issues whilst there is still a window of opportunity. Public awareness is growing at an exciting pace, and the timing is perfect for the release of my material which will be the straw that breaks the camels back. The cabal that is S.A.A.L.M. is comprised of many people behind the scenes - some names you will recognize others will mean nothing to the general public, although members through the European black nobility, the Vatican, and high ranking members of the global military apparatus will recognize their names and code rankings in the site.]

This information confirms the following email I received from the SAALM rep on 18th Sep 2006-

[From : xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Sent : 18 September 2006 12:38:23 To : jamescasbolt@hotmail.co.uk Subject : Intel for you

Greetings Brother Casbolt

Only six more years and the planet will be ours. Our LORD OF LIGHT Asmodeus will soon reign Supreme upon this Planet.

Brothers Brezinski and Kissinger now ruling P40 and the Committee of 300 will implement the FINAL SOLUTION - billions dead and we gain nourishment upon their BLOOD- The Haemoglobin is the energy we require.

Rockefeller/Rothschild Iluminata apparatus now preparing for the full financial meltdown

Brother we welcome you into The Brotherhood [ the 33rd degree of Zion ] -

The Zetans will finalize the chipping protocol by 2009, Africa, India and China containing our AIDS will fall at our feet as the bio-robotic Zetans microchip the sheep.

All Hail Lord Marduk King of Kings
Caecus Barathrum Contumelia

In Service

xxxxxxxxxxxxx]

On Oct 7th (the day after I witnessed the black triangle craft) I attended a UFO conference called Probe international. I was due to meet an ex NSA man by the name of Dean Warwick who was speaking. He claimed he was going to name the anti Christ for the first time and as a former member of the NSA he was in a position to know about Lord Marduk. The following is an account I wrote of what happened next-
On Saturday October 7th I attended a UFO conference in Blackpool called 'Probe international'. I planned to meet former US government official Dean Warwick who was the last speaker of the afternoon and try to convince him to blow the whistle about his experiences and knowledge regarding the NSA, missing children and Extra-terrestrials.

At this time Dean had already gone public and completed an interview a couple of weeks earlier with my friend, investigative journalist Dave Starbuck. The fact of the matter was that Dean had only talked about a fraction of what he really knew. Therefore it was my intention to appeal to him and try to convince him to fully blow the whistle.

When Dean was only minutes into his talk on stage he collapsed unconscious on the floor. The crowd was stunned and mass confusion ensued. He had stopped breathing and an ambulance was called but Dean had died on stage.

When Dean collapsed on the floor a woman witnessed a man with dark hair slip out of the hall. She followed this man who then proceeded to walk down the stairs whistling merrily to himself, get into a car and make a phone call. He was then seen laughing down the phone to whoever he was speaking to. Who walks out of a hall whistling happily to themselves and then starts laughing down the phone after a man has just collapsed and stopped breathing on stage?

All of these events point to the fact that this was an intelligence agency 'hit' using an E.L.F (Extremely low frequency) weapon. These E.L.F weapons can be set on a 'Delta wave' and are able to shut a person's nervous system down.

Much of this technology has been perfected on the 4th level of the CIA underground Dulce facility in the New Mexico desert. The fourth level of this underground base deals with technological aspects of Human aura research, dream manipulation, hypnosis, telepathy and advanced mind control. The E.L.F weapons 'suck' the life out the victim's body and Dean literally 'fell asleep' on his feet.

I was in tears and I walked past my friend Ellis who stared me right in the eyes with a look that said "We both know exactly what happened then". Dean Warwick was a very brave man who died fighting for our freedom. Those responsible will be held fully accountable when the time comes. That time is coming soon. The same holds true for the '5th column' agents who were trying to convince the people at Probe they were one of us. You know who you are and so do I!

On the 25th Oct I received this from the SAALM rep who works for the NSA-

[From : xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Sent : 25 October 2006 04:00:40 To : jamescasbolt@hotmail.co.uk

Mr Warwick passed away from 'natural causes' at The YMCA St. Albans Road St. Anne's. Near Blackpool? Mr Warwick as I understand it, intended to discuss Lord Marduk. He was warned that our Annunaki King of Kings, let us say, "shies away" from this sort of unwarranted publicity

Mr Casbolt - I urge you to take the utmost care. I have attached a photo of one of our keenest and more aggressive employees. He wears the inverted "M" with pride and he enjoys many benefits of our established rule and what is more - is a master of Electromagneto interference in 4D Hologramatic Bioplasmatics. We refer to him as "The Butcher"

A campaign is being waged to discredit you Brother James. The chipping procedure enables us to read your thoughts and understand your motivations. We can readily clone you as well - swap your 4d Hologramatic bioplasma entity with one of ours, complete with a walk-in personality - Hologramatical elegant.
Now with all the evidence I have presented I will leave it up to the public to judge all of this themselves.

Now onto the SAALM photos that have caused so much controversy. Many people claim they have been photoshopped and manipulated. I cannot say whether they are 100% genuine or not. However I will say this. Certain secret service people claim they have been run through a graphic manipulation programme to ensure 'plausible deniability'. Then there is the infamous photo of the ET Enlil (if it is real). I have heard it said many times that because he has similar facial features to Brzezinski it is a photo shopped picture of Brezezinski. However Brezezinski is one of the top members of SAALM (codenamed P1). With the following intel there may be a logical explanation for the Enlil photo-

[From : xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Sent : 30 November 2006 11:21:00 To : jamescasbolt@hotmail.co.uk Subject : RE: Photoshop

JAMES

THE PHOTOS ARE REAL, BUT WERE ALSO PUT THROUGH A GRAPHIC MANIPULATION PROGRAM TO ENSURE PLAUSIBLE DENIABILITY. THEY ARE VERY CAREFUL NOT TO REVEAL THERE PLANS JAMES.

EVERYONE HAS AN OPINION MOST INCORRECT. ENILS TIE IS A SAALM TIE THAT THEY ALL WEAR AT MEETINGS INCLUDING BRZEZINSKI.

ENLIL AND BRZEZINSKI ARE VERY CLOSELY RELATED, BRZEZINSKI IS FROM A BLUE BLOOD JESUIT FAMILY THAT TRACES ITSELF BACK TO THE ORIGINAL MARDUK LINEAGE.

xxxxxxxxxxxxx]

Again I do not know for sure if the SAALM photos are real. However SAALM is a real group. The photos and accompanying emails are printed below for your perusal and judgement...

Remark: use the following link: http://jamescasbolt.com/saalm_intel.htm

Have fun studying the news... Atilan ☺

susano

Group: Members
Posts: 27
Member No.: 114
Joined: 12-December 05

This Casbolt guy and SAALM have to be a psyops. It's absurd in the extreme. Don't waste your valuable time on this shit. The REAL Brzezinski is bad enough!
This site supports the real; united states of America and its real capital city being Philadelphia

z10.invisionfree.com/The_Unhived_Mind_II/index.php
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